Minutes
Curriculum Development Committee
Alexander 220, September 19, 2002

MEMBERS PRESENT ABSENT
Paul Baxter X
Gail Burris X
Carolyn Carson X
Karen Cornell X
Roger Crowe X
Ely Driver X
Jonathan Fowler X
Sydney Gingrow X
Jonathan Lamb X
Cheryl Leach X
Candance Reaves X
Yolanda Sankey X
Todd Yazdi X
Second Math Representative X
Paul Ramp, chair X
OTHERS: Donn King, Anne Kinggard

AGENDA ITEMS DISCUSSED
I. 9/12/02 Minutes
II. Discussion and Vote on Administ./Account. Section of Response (TBR’s Proposed General Education Core)
III. Discussion and Vote on Categories/Measurable Outcomes (TBR’s Proposed General Education Core)
IV. Next Meeting

ACTIONS TAKEN
I. Minutes were approved as written.
II. CDC discussed and approved minor changes to the Administ./Account. section. The committee agreed that individual colleges should be allowed to determine an appropriate committee (existing or new) for instituting and documenting changes.
III. CDC discussed and approved additional changes to the Categories/Measurable Outcomes section. All information was provided to the writers, and they will submit the final draft of the response by Thursday, September 26, for a final vote by CDC.
IV. The CDC next meeting will be September 26, 2002, at 3:00 p.m. in AL 220.

Recorded by: Cheryl Leach, September 20, 2002

COPIES: Committee Members
Melanie Paradise
Linda Randolph
Academic Dept Heads
Mike Hudson
Eunice Reynolds
Program Coordinators
Doris Ivie
Site Campus Administrators
Dennis Adams
Ann Munz
Cindy Tanner
Sheryl Burnette
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Posted: September 27, 2002